Cooking School at Cavallo Point Lodge
Inquiry Packet 2020
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Demonstration Classes
and More!
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A World-Class Cooking School in an
Inspiring Location
Rated #1 Hotel Culinary School by Gayot.com, the Cavallo Point Cooking School is an intimate
place to taste, create and explore. Filled with natural light and top-of-the line culinary
equipment, the Cooking School offers an ever-changing roster of cooking classes and programs
flavored by the bounty of organic offerings from the San Francisco Bay Area. All classes are led
with a keen eye toward seasonality, sustainability and stewardship.
Sunny Working Kitchen with Plenty of Elbow Room
The Cavallo Point Cooking School, 1200 square feet in size, and features historic original hardwood floors, brickwork masonry, and large original windows. Country wood tables and Heath
Ceramics create a beautiful dining experience when the meal is ready. The kitchen is filled with
the latest kitchen appliances, as well as the necessary tools, small wares, and accessories to
prepare the wide range of dishes in your class.
Covid Safety Is A Priority for our Whole Property
The Cavallo Point Cooking School has developed new procedures to ensure that your learning
experience is at the quality that has come to be expected of our program while maintaining
social distance and food safety. We comply and surpass all county and state guidelines for
guest and staff safety.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Fun and Exciting Menus Created and Taught by
Experienced Instructors
Our Chef instructors place a focus on having fun while learning new tips, tricks, and techniques that can be easily
adapted for the home kitchen, no matter the level of experience of each guest. Our classes feature menus
which are created to highlight and include a bevy of local ingredients, and a focus on cooking technique rather
than from individual recipes. A relaxed atmosphere of inquisitive exploration takes center stage for your group,
resulting in a memorable experience for all involved!

Tony Adams
Cooking School Director – 4 Years
Chef Tony Adams has spent much of his life in kitchens all over the world.
Growing up in Central Maine, he attended Johnson & Wales University in
Providence, obtaining a unique Bachelor’s Degree in Culinary Arts. After
college, he spent time in several fine dining restaurants, including working
with Raymond Blanc at Le Manoir Aux Quat’ Saisons in Oxfordshire,
England. Chef Adams was an instructor at Le Cordon Bleu College of
Culinary Arts Orlando for more than five years, teaching over 4500
students in his tenure, and twice being named the Best Chef Instructor as
voted by the student body. He also owned an award winning local-foodfocused business in Orlando, Big Wheel Provisions. He has spent recent years cooking in restaurants
and for discerning guests and private clients in Nantucket and Pennsylvania. His specialties include
charcuterie, butchery, making fresh pasta, as well as Modern American Cuisine and Classical French
and Italian cuisines.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Available Cooking School Options
Because of the uniqueness of our cooking school space, in conjunction with education and experience of our
chef instructors, The Cooking School at Cavallo Point Lodge offers unique options for your group unlike anything
else offered in the Bay Area. From groups of 4 to 80, we have solutions to the challenge of entertaining your
guests and participants in a memorable way.

Virtual Streaming Classes
When you can’t all be together in the same room, for one reason or
another, a virtual cooking class is a great option to spend time together
and to still have a shared experience! Our virtual classes can
accommodate up to 90 guests and we have several options for all the
items you will need to prepare our menu, from having guests procure
their own ingredients, local pickup or delivery, and even shipping
ingredients, tools, and more. Virtual classes are typically around 90minutes and feature a 2-course menu (appetizer & entrée OR entrée &
dessert), and we have developed a wide range of menu options for
these experiences.
Popular Subjects Include: Oven-Seared Salmon with Chickpea Falafel,
Potato Gnocchi with Brown Butter, Pumpkin Soup with Spiced Pepitas,
Making Pho Quick & Easy at Home
Class Duration: 75-90 Minutes
Virtual Cooking Classes start at $85 per person (Minimum 10 Guests), plus admin fee, tech connection
fee, optional ingredient boxes and delivery/shipping, and sales tax. A minimum of $1500 must be
reached prior to sales tax for this format.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Hands-On Cooking Classes (Most Popular - Some Restrictions in Place Due
to Covid)
This format of class can accommodate up to 25
guests exploring cooking and the culinary arts the
best way how, by doing it themselves! While you
and your guests gather just prior to class, you will
be welcomed with seasonal nibbles and bites.
Your group will learn about Bay Area ocean-fresh
fish and sustainably raised meats and will cook a
wholesome feast with organic local ingredients
grown within miles of Cavallo Point, fresh from
local farmers. After the cooking is done, your
group will sit down at our country tables and enjoy a family style meal that you created served in
beautiful Heath Ceramic dinnerware. And no meal would be complete without pouring a selection of
wine offered from Cavallo’s award-winning wine cellar, which celebrates great value and unique
selections from California wine growing regions and beyond. Or if beer or group punch cocktails are
more desirable, they are also available for what is always the best part of our classes, getting to eat the
final product!
*Due to Covid restrictions in place, we are highly suggesting an individual cooking format rather than
family style. Please inquire with the Cooking School about formats within the hands-on classes that are
suitable for your group size.
Popular Subjects Include: Cooking from the Farmers Market, Fresh Pasta Made Easy, Small Bites &
Hors d’Oeuvres, and Taco Utopia
Class Duration: 3 Hours
Hands-On Cooking Classes start at $155 per person, plus admin fee, room rental, and sales tax.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Iron Chef Style Competition Class
(Not Currently Available Due to
Covid Restrictions)
Cavallo Point Cooking School’s newest offering
is our “Iron Chef” style class! We will stock our
kitchen as always with fresh produce from the
farmers markets, beautiful seafood and meats,
as well as fresh herbs for each team to select from while preparing a delicious meal. After
tasting all of the groups’ creations, the instructors will judge the teams in 5 different
categories to determine which team best preformed in our class! Everyone wins when the
food starts with great ingredients, and this format allows for those groups who are extra
competitive to see if it’s better to explore their creative side or play it safe with proven
classics! We can even supply winning gift bags from our selection of hand-curated kitchen
items available for purchase in our class!
When selecting this format class, the host liaison will have to choose menu options for us to
guide teams towards.
Class Duration: 3 Hours
Iron Chef Classes start at $185 per person, plus admin fee, room rental, and sales tax.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Dine & Desserts!
Designed especially for groups of up to 12 guests who
want to experience a hands-on class in the Cooking
School, but have a tighter budget for activities. This
unique event format combines both a meal for your
guests served right as you arrive, prepared with seasonal
and local ingredients by the Cooking School staff,
followed by a hands-on class focusing on seasonal
desserts that are able to be replicated with ease at
home! A perfect option for those who have spent the
morning in meetings and need to fuel up on lunch before
getting their hands dirty.

Class Duration: 3 Hours
Dine & Desserts Classes start at $155 per person, plus admin fee, room rental, and sales tax.
This class format is only available Monday through Friday and only during AM sessions.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Demo Class
As close as you can get to being a guest on
an actual television cooking show set, this
class, offered for groups up to 20 guests,
will
feature
a
chef
instructor
demonstrating how to put together the
dishes for a three course meal step by step.
Your guests will interact by being able to
watch the chef as they work through the steps that they will be able to re-create at home. Some
of the guests may even get called up to assist with a quick job or two! The group is always
excited when they then transition from demo to dinner, getting to enjoy the three courses as
prepared by the cooking school staff, in a meal meant to maximize their learning and their taste
buds! Perfect after a day of meetings or activities where the guests may be a bit too drained to
do the cooking, but still want to learn and be entertained, the Demo Class is perfect for any
mixed group that is looking for a unique experience . While most classes are based upon the
local and seasonal ingredients available at the farmers markets, Class subjects can be
customized upon guest request.

Class Duration: 2 ½ hours
Demonstration Classes start at $145 per person, plus admin fee, room rental, adjacent room
Mariposa Borracha room rental (due to Covid), and sales tax.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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The Culinary Social Hour (Not Currently
Available Due to Covid Restrictions)
A great option for larger groups of up to 125, the Culinary
Social Hour is the best of both worlds. Allowing for casual
learning, grazing some of the curated food and beverage
selections for the evening, and plenty of time for interaction
and socializing of your guests. The Cooking School
classroom, along with the adjacent and beautiful La
Mariposa Borracha room can accommodate up to 65 guests
total. This two and a half hour demonstrative style event
offers a wonderful place to casually learn, taste and explore.
While you and your guests gather, you will be welcomed
with some seasonal nibbles, you will then learn about Bay
Area ocean-fresh fish and sustainably raised meats and
afterwards guests will mingle, graze and watch our Culinary
Instructors create small plates and easy appetizers around
4-5 different food stations. After the demonstrations are done, you can travel from station to
station, enjoy the multiple creations, around our country wood tables, the beautiful boardroom,
or the heated veranda with its iconic view.
In addition to the menu of 4-6 small bites offered in this class, hosts may opt to include
supplemented platters of canapés, hors d’oeuvres, salads, charcuterie, or entrees if desired.

Class Duration: 2½ Hours
Culinary Social Hour starts at $125 per guest, plus admin fee, room rental, and sales tax.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Tasting Classes (Maximum Group Size of 10 due to Covid Restrictions)
A great option for those groups not looking for a full
meal or prefer to not have to do the cooking is one of
our tasting classes. In these gatherings, we will dive
deep and explore one of many offered topics, allowing
the guests to see and taste the differences between
the products being tasted. Wonderful for those inbetween meal period times, or for groups who have
booked dining experiences elsewhere on property, let
our instructors guide your exploration into the
nuances of a subject, in the best way how, by tasting!
Depending on the subject matter, small bites relating
to the class will be offered in the class as well, to break
up palate fatigue, ensure that no one leaves hungry,
and to show the subject matter showcased in great
tasting small bites that will make their mark.
Our most popular tasting classes include: Chocolate Tasting (by Different Cocoa
Percentage or Origin), California Artisan Cheese Tastings (by Type or Producer), Olive Oil
Tastings (by Producer), Bourbon Tastings, and More!

Class Duration: 2 to 2½ Hours – Dependent on Tasting Subject
Tasting Classes start at $125 per person, plus admin fee, room rental, and sales tax.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Chef’s Counter (Not Currently Available Due to Covid Restrictions)
This exclusive, chef-driven experience showcases a dining experience full of exceptional food
and wine that begins with hors d'oeuvres and Champagne, followed by an exquisite meal of four
courses along with wine pairings from our Wine Spectator Grand Award-winning wine cellar.
Seated at the Cooking School's intimate counter, up to 7 guests enjoy curated, high-end
dining, interacting with and learning from the chef as each dish is prepared right before them.
This special event blends the best elements of an evening at an acclaimed restaurant and a
private chef experience in your home. The result is a unique occasion and elevated meal from
Chef Tony Adams, who attends to his guests and cooking with equal care and attention. Here,
the Chef's focus is on the guests in the room and ensuring their experience is unlike any other
in the Bay Area. It's a special occasion for guests and chefs as well, as the chef explores the
inspiration of the seasonal jewels to create the most exclusive and premier dining experience
at Cavallo Point.
Wine pairings are included in this event, but guests are allowed to supplement from our wine
list to make the event even more special.
Chef’s Counter classes start at $4,375 and includes base wine pairings, taxes, fees & gratuities
for any size group up to 7 guests.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Beverage Options
*Charged Post-Event Based Upon Consumption
The Cooking School’s fantastic cuisine is best
paired with selections from our vast curated
beverage selections on offer throughout the
property. Whether wine, beer, cocktails or nonalcoholic options are what you desire, we have a
wide selection for all occasions.

Group Events – Wine Selections
A recipient of Wine Spectator’s Grand Award, our list is created to reflect a sense of place. Our wine list celebrates the history
of wine in California and presents a vision of where it is going, reflecting both great value and incredible taste. Featuring
legendary wineries that laid the foundation, and the cult wines driving the mystique, we strive to make the wine pairings for
your class as memorable as the culinary experience they are paired with. Ask your Event Sales Manager for the current wine
list! We suggest one sparkling or rose, one white and one red pairing for each class.

Group Events – Beer Selections
Featuring a rotating selection of local and seasonal releases, along with hard to find and custom pairings based upon a
selected menu, beer drinkers will find options from the hoppy to the dark on our hand selected beer list. Cavallo Point Lodge
stocks many favorite brands, both domestic and imported, available for your Cooking School event. Ask your Event Sales
manager for the current beer offerings. Please note that beer is sold in 6- and 4-packs, as distributed, rather than individually.

Group Event Punch Cocktails (Seasonal Availability)
Punch cocktails, known for being lower proof and seasonally driven, are a great way to kick off your Cooking School experience!
Our creative punch cocktails are unique and delicious, with one for each spirit, so you can choose the one that fits best for you.
Please note that we restrict service of punch cocktails to one per guest prior to cooking to ensure guest safety. Prices are per
person with ten servings per punch bowl.

Kentucky Tea – Iced Black Tea, Vanilla Simple Syrup, Lemon, Bourbon |$19|
Watermelon Tiquello Punch – Watermelon Juice, Limeade, Sparkling Water, Silver Tequila |$22|
The Elderflower Crisp – St. Germain, Apple Cider Shrub, Prosecco |$23|
Smoked Rye Smash – Local Berries, Rye Whiskey, Smoked Maple Syrup, Ginger Beer |$20|
Tito’s Tangier Tonic – Mint Tea, Moroccan Ras el Hanout Honey Syrup, Tito’s Vodka |$18|

Group Events Non-Alcoholic Beverage Selections
Tony’s Coffee, Dark Roast, Bellingham, WA |$5 Per Guest|
Assorted Teas |$5 per guest|
Soda – Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite |$5|
San Pellegrino, 1 Ltr. - |$8.50|
Lemonade or Iced Tea, by the half gallon |$27|

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Take Away Gift Options
Guests of the Cooking School at Cavallo Point often want to remember and
extend their experience by taking a piece of our class back home with them.
Our unique selection of options allows hosts with varying budget levels to still
send their guests home with tools, apparel, or ingredients which will extend
their experience, and gratitude, in a customized and special way. Please note,
all items are subject to availability and time frame for custom embroidered
items.
Cooking School Apparel:
Item:
Apron, Unbleached, Made in USA, 100% Cotton
Apron, Unbleached, Made in USA, 100% Cotton, Customized Embroidery
Cavallo Point Canvas Bag, Unbleached, Made in USA, 100% Cotton
Cavallo Point Hat, Khaki
Spices, Seasonings, Etc.:
Item:
Single Spice Jars, 15 gram (Seasonal Selection)
Single Spice Jars, 50 Gram (Seasonal Selection)
Custom Spice Selections Available
Spice Starter Kit (50 G. each of Maldon Sea Salt, Smoked Paprika, Ras el
Hanout)
Tools and Knives:
Item:
Victorinox Paring Knife or similar style
Tojiro DP Japanese Chef’s Knife with Gift Box
Emile Henry Salt Cellar – Assorted Colors
Truffle Shavers – Stainless Inox
Microplane, Stainless, All Purpose

1-14 pcs
$55
From
$75
$20
$19

15-30 pcs
$52
From
$72
$19
$17

31+ pcs
$50
From
$69
$18
$15

1-14 pcs 15-30 pcs 31+ pcs
From
From
From $8
$8.50
$7.50
From
From
From $8
$9.50
$8.50
Prices Available Upon Request
$26
$24
$23

1-14 pcs
$10
$108
$34
$19
$13

15-30 pcs
$9
$104
$32
$18
$12

31+ pcs
$9
$100
$31
$17
$11

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Policies & Expectations
Covid-19 Policies
1. We strongly suggest guests receive a Covid-19 test with results within 48 hours of arriving at Cavallo
Point.
2. In accordance with state and local guidelines for Covid-19, the Cooking School would like the full name
and contact phone number for all participants of in-person classes to allow for contact tracing if
needed for guests or staff.
3. Guest may be administered a forehead temperature scan prior to be allowed in class due to the nature
of our events.
4. Guests will be distances in their workstations at 6’ or greater whenever possible.
5. Guests will need to wear a non-perforated mask or full face shield at all times in class when not directly
and actively consuming food or drink.
6. Hand sanitizer will be at each work station and near sinks for constant use by guests and staff.
7. Staff will operate as socially distances as possible. Interactions between guests and staff will be limited
in time to short check-ins on processes.
8. The Cooking School will require each in-person group to hire a dishwasher as part of their class
package (previously an optional component) to ensure the cleanliness of tools prior to and after use by
our guests.
9. Any guest exhibiting symptoms of respiratory distress or sickness (excess coughing, sneezing, etc.) will
be asked to remove themselves from the class as deemed necessary by the instructor as a
measurement of safety for both guests and staff. No refunds will be given for these guests if they are
not able to return to the event with symptoms under control.
10. Guests will be asked to wear gloves when handling any ready-to-eat product whether there are
secondary tools used or not.
11. Welcome snacks will be served by a cooking school staff member rather than self-service.
Guest Age
It is assumed by all classes which are not implicitly implied or booked as a “kid’s class” that participants are
ages 15+. All participants under 18 will need to sign an underage waiver at the time of arrival by the guardian.
Participation by guests aged 5-17 is permitted with prior notice and a signed waiver, otherwise, they are
welcome and able to observe and eat the family meal at the conclusion of class for a reduced participation
fee.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Observers (Not available due to Covid-19 Restrictions)
Due to class size limitations, often it is requested to have additional members be present and enjoy the
prepared meal but not participate in the cooking process. This option is available for up to 5 additional guests
for a 50% of the per person class fee. All additional consumables are charged at full price.
Staffing
Each class is staffed by a head instructor, as well as assistant chefs. Each of these chefs will lead one of the
aforementioned groups in their team production. Staffing is based upon class size, subject, expertise, and
availability.
Dress Code
Guests are asked to please wear appropriate clothing for the kitchen, i.e. closed toe shoes, blouses, shirts,
blazers, sweaters, or dresses which do not feature long flowing sleeves or fabric. Guests must retain
appropriate clothing and footwear at all times (no barefoot or shirtless participants).
Menu
Menus are determined in advance and this time period varies based upon class subject. Farmer’s market class
menus are determined as near as only 7 days in advance because of the inherent variable nature of the class
subject. Menus are, in part, determined by class size, and any drastic changes to class size increase or
decrease in size may result in menu changes as determined by the chef instructor. Requests for certain
proteins or products can be made in advance at the time of contract signing, in the understanding that
requests are subject to availability, and that they may trigger changes to timing, price, format, and other
menus items in the class. The host can expect to have a proposed menu ahead of time if desired, but it is
subject to change due to availability issues which can’t be foreseen. Last minute requests to accommodate
menu changes may incur additional fees due to pre-orders being placed by the chefs based upon previously
approved menus.
Allergies & Restrictions
All reasonable requests to accommodate dietary restrictions and allergies will be made with advanced notice at the
time of contract signing. Last minute requests will be accommodated when possible, but are not guaranteed, and
they may incur additional costs for additional ingredients. In Iron Chef-style classes, it is up to the participating
guest teams to follow ingredient restrictions. We do not suggest participation in any hands-on style class by
anyone with severe allergies due to the inability to control all ingredients by instructors.
Timing
Class time for the Hands-On class format is 3 hours.
The approximate timeline is as follows (using 6:00 pm as an example start time):
6:00 pm – Guest arrival. Wine and welcome snacks served and available.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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6:15 pm – Initial menu talk and chef demos start. Wine and welcome snacks continue to be available to be
consumed. Ended with a general safety talk, for which all participants must be attentive to or risk
forfeiture of ability to participate.
6:50 pm – Group is broken down into teams, and production begins. Wine service is suspended for safety
reasons. Wine glasses containing any wine as of start of production may continue to be consumed, but
must be kept away from work areas in order to comply with food safety laws regarding physical hazard and
breakage.
8:15-8:25 pm – Dinner is served family style buffet. Self Service.
8:25-9:00 pm – Dinner service occurs. Wine is poured by cooking school staff as needed at the table, and
plates are cleared by the cooking school staff as needed. Depending on the menu, dessert may be selfserve on the buffet, but is often plated and presented for the guests in their seats by the cooking school
staff.
Class time for the Iron Chef Class format is 3 hours. (Not available due to Covid-19 restrictions)
The approximate timeline is as follows (using 6:00 pm as an example start time):
6:00 pm – Guest arrival. Wine and welcome snacks served and available.
6:15 pm – Initial ingredient talk and chef demos start. Wine and welcome snacks continue to be available
to be consumed. Ended with a general safety talk, for which all participants must be attentive to or risk
forfeiture of ability to participate.
7:00 pm – Group is broken down into teams, and production begins. Wine service is suspended for safety
reasons. Wine glasses containing any wine as of start of production may continue to be consumed, but
must be kept away from work areas in order to comply with food safety laws regarding physical hazard and
breakage.
8:15 pm – Production stops and food is presented, judged, and dinner starts. Wine is poured by cooking
school staff as needed at the table, and plates are cleared by the cooking school staff as needed.
8:45-9:00 pm – Winners are announced and scoring is discussed. Final wrap up for class is given.

Class time for the Demonstration format is 2½ hours.
The approximate timeline is as follows (using 6:00 pm as an example start time):
6:00 pm – Guest arrival. Wine and welcome snacks served. Wine selection based upon host’s previous
selections.
6:10-7:40 pm – Demonstration happens at the front of class, with questions and answers being volleyed as
needed.
7:40 pm – Guests transition to the dining table as the chefs’ plate the first course for service.
7:45-8:30 pm – meal is served by chefs to the guests at communal tables, either in family style or plated, as
discussed by the host and chef prior to the event.
8:25-8:30 pm – Final wrap-up and Q&A.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Class time for the Culinary Social Hour format is 2½ hours.
The approximate timeline is as follows (using 6:00 pm as an example start time):
6:00-6:15 pm – Guest arrival. If a bar station is present, the Instructor will allow several minutes for the
majority of the guests to be able to gather drinks and welcome one another. Platters of other food items may
be ordered from the cooking school in order to supplement the quantity of food for this type of event.
6:15-6:20 pm – Initial welcoming to the cooking school and introduction to class format.
6:20-6:50 pm – Group is introduced to the first station and the item on offer. An 8-10 minute demonstration
and talk about what we are serving, cooking tips, and sourcing info will all be discussed. Guest may interact in
Q& A as desired. No food being demoed is served till the end of all of the demos.
6:50-8:30 pm – Guests are released after the last demonstration to visit each station and taste the small plates
that have been discussed and demoed by the assistant chefs. If supplemental entrees are served, they will be
served at this time, rather than before the demonstrations.
Class time for the Tasting Class format is 2.5 hours.
The approximate timeline is as follows (using 6:00 pm as an example start time):
6:00 pm – Guest arrival. Wine and welcome snacks served depending on the class subject
6:10-8:25 pm – Guests and Chef maneuver through the tasting of the allocated subject matter. Small bites are
interjected throughout the tasting as laid out prior to the event by the chef instructor and the host.
8:25-8:30 pm – Final wrap-up and Q&A.
Class time for the Chef’s Counter format is 3 hours. (Not available due to Covid-19 restrictions)
The approximate timeline is as follows (using 6:30 pm as an example start time):
6:30 pm – Guest arrival. Champagne and canapés served for guests upon arrival.
6:45-9:20 pm – Cooking and service happens as guests enjoy their meal during the Chef’s preparation of
subsequent courses.
9:20-9:30 pm – Final wrap-up and Q&A.
Tardiness by the group may alter this timeline, and push it later than scheduled, which may incur additional costs
to the host.
Additional time for your event may be provided at the rate of $300 per hour, billable in ½ hour increments.
Alcohol Service
In keeping with Federal and State alcohol laws, anyone consuming alcohol must be 21 years or older, and be in
possession of an state issued ID card or license, or another form identification as defined by local and federal
standards. Any guest’s refusal to provide ID when asked will result in non-service. Cavallo Point Lodge Cooking
School also reserves the right to refuse service to anyone they deem as inebriated, in accordance with the law, no
matter the source of their assumed consumption.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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A $30 corkage fee is charged for each 750 ml. bottle provided by the guest to be served. Magnums and large
format bottles are charged a corkage fee for every 750 ml. they contain. The corkage fee is waived at a rate of
1 to 1 for every bottle purchased from Cavallo Point.
Safety
Participants in classes with a hands-on approach will be using professional quality knives and cooking over gas
stoves and ovens. Guests will be asked to handle food with their hands or tools in order to produce a meal for
consumption. All guests will be asked to participate and be attentive for our safety walk-through at the start of
class. From time to time, cooking related minor injuries occur, ranging from small cuts to minor burns, due to the
inherent nature of the program. Any guest that acts in a way which endangers themselves or others will be asked
to cease said activity, and if it persists, the guest may be removed, or the class ended prematurely. The host of an
event is responsible for the actions of the guests, and may be asked to address an unruly guest if they are not
responding to the chef instructor.
Admin Fee & Sales Tax
Customary 25% taxable administration fee (not considered a gratuity for staff) and 8.25% California state sales tax
will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Gratuity is at the discretion of the host.
Room Rental Fee
Room rental fees are at a rate of $500 per event for the Cooking School; Mariposa Borracha’s rental fee is variable
based upon the Sales Department schedule. Access for setup and strike at a client’s need generally do not extend
beyond 30 minutes prior to or post and event, and is subject to other events in the space.
Event Minimums
Event minimums are set per event style, and do not take room rental, admin fee, gratuity, or sales tax into account.
If class admission is not enough to reach a minimum, the host may supplement with elevated levels of ingredients,
wine, or send home gifts from our retail section as desired.
The minimums are as follows:
 Virtual Class: $1500
 Hand’s On Class: $2000 (Covid reduction. Normally $2500)
 Iron Chef Class: $3000
 Dine & Desserts Class: $2250.00
 Culinary Social Hour: $3500.00
 Demonstration Class: $2000.00
 Tasting Class: $2250.00
 Chef’s Counter Class: $3250.00

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.
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Contract
The Cooking School at Cavallo Point Lodge requires a signed contract upon agreement of your event. A nonrefundable deposit of 100% based upon the contracted number of attendees at the contracted price-per-person
and any applicable room rental fee will be required at the time of contract signing. Credit card information will be
kept on file for the final bill (see below). The agreed-to minimum guest count cannot be reduced once a contract
has been signed. The deposit will be applied to your final bill, which consists of total attendees (if more than
contracted minimum), beverage consumption, additional food purchases, administration fee, room rental fee, any
staff gratuity, and 8.25% sales tax where applicable. Guest counts increased prior to the event become the new
event guaranteed minimum. Guest counts increased by more than 2 persons less than 7 days from the event date
incur a 20% surcharge premium for last minute additions.

Customary 25% taxable administration fee charge and 8.25% state sales tax will be added to all pricing (subject to change). Menu items are subjected to seasonal
substitutions and availability of local organic ingredients.

